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Title word cross-reference

$(2/3)n^3$ [762]. $(s, S)$ [1250]. 0 [422, 1319, 401, 414, 159]. \{0, 1/2\} [728], 1 [422, 1319, 466, 142, 401, 414, 159, 143]. 2 [408]. $2^{3^1} - 1$ [1029]. 3 [609], * [1216]. $K$ [1286]. $t$ [1286, 1090]. b [265], $\beta$ [1356]. BMAP/G/1/N [1272]. $\ell_0$ [1536]. $\ell_q(0 < q < 1)$ [1535]. GI/G/1 [750]. GI/G/c [622]. GI^X/Geom/m

\begin{itemize}
  \item [485]. $\infty$ [1286, 53, 591, 590].
  \item [790, 1071, 1117, 314, 1115, 692, 1230, 1106, 816, 1327, 1036]. $k \geq 3$ [692]. $L_1$
\end{itemize}

\begin{itemize}
  \item [1511]. m [1327]. $M(t)/M/s(t)$ [726]. $M/D_N/1$ [717]. $M/E_k/1$ [813]. $M/G/1$
  \item [579]. $M/M/c$ [718]. $M^X/G^Y/1/K + B$ [678]. $F_2$ [802]. $N$ [1521, 1303].
  \item $O(\ln n)$ [1328]. $O(n \log \log n)$ [743]. $O(n \log n)$ [316]. $p$
  \item [572, 375, 1293, 974, 924, 1255, 251, 699]. $\phi$ [816]. $r_{\text{max}}$ [1550]. $T$
\end{itemize}

-2 [1303]. -Center [1448, 572]. -Closeness [1342]. -Connected [1327].
-Norm [1511]. -Persistent [251]. -Robust [1356]. -Segment [143]. -way
[1117].

/MM [1090]. /Ph [1286]. /s/c [1090].

0-1 [582, 964]. 0/1/ [53].

1 [131, 89, 289]. 1-Type [946]. 11 [498].

[1553].

3/2 [1197]. 3/2-approximation [1197]. 3D [775].

8 [75].

9 [483]. 99a [483].

abandonment [1227]. absolute [1028]. Abstract [790]. AC [1143].
Acceptance [273]. Accepting [273]. Access [199, 261, 792, 1152].
Accounts [1463]. Accuracy [1440, 1280, 1006]. accurate [532]. Achieving
[1189, 1201]. ACO [822]. acquire [367]. Acquiring [210]. Acquisition
[429, 257]. Across [1463, 1196, 1045, 1176]. Actionable [543]. Active
[1295, 1127]. Activity [451, 1067, 968]. Adaptable [1441]. Adaptation
[1134]. adapting [1308]. Adaptive
[1475, 1446, 425, 1484, 58, 298, 910, 1323, 1338, 1317, 1243, 1262, 421, 1043].
Addendum [483]. Adding [358]. Additional [515]. Additive
[490, 1362, 700]. Addressing [1534, 650]. adjoint [675]. Adjustable
[1526, 1247]. Adjusted [956]. Adjustment [128]. Advance [153].
Advanced [830, 1422, 382]. advances [842]. Adversaries [480].
Advertisements [1369, 573]. advertising [773, 1176]. Affine [27, 115, 380].
Against [480]. Agenda [892]. Agent [931]. Agent-Based [931]. Agents
[761]. Aggregate [1521, 1120, 1289]. Aggregation
[245, 1511, 134, 325, 1092, 1274, 1238]. Aggregation/Disaggregation [245].
aggressive [733]. agreeably [423]. agreement [1007]. Ahead [802, 1191].
[400, 1237]. Aircraft [790, 1130]. Airline [916, 569, 922, 818]. Airspace
[400]. Algebraic [253, 524, 836]. Algorithm [10, 745, 1216, 222, 1415, 40,
153, 1394, 1048, 286, 1195, 1204, 400, 246, 340, 167, 1324, 69, 955, 190, 528.
algorithm [1023, 417, 326, 874, 961, 795, 567, 1012, 1255, 334, 576, 1129, 1047, 852, 1034, 1214, 1049, 494, 1058, 959, 762, 793, 776, 805, 1184, 1051, 402, 1014, 889, 579, 785, 592, 1224, 807, 980, 507, 1043, 1197, 988, 1238].

algorithm-based [532].

Algorithmic [718, 16, 1160].


Approaches [1485, 1079, 278, 130, 1349, 1203, 91, 289, 1164, 1375, 1449, 1166, 1120, 1300, 778, 907, 1052, 435, 1289, 384, 800].

Approximability [482].

Approximate [392, 1504, 904, 115, 881, 1320, 1227, 1191, 436, 883, 1194, 1103].

approximately [589].

Approximating [376, 1093, 313, 1453, 1060, 734, 971, 978].

Approximation [1475, 180, 686, 1143, 1487, 466, 813, 1492, 1075, 1231, 1550, 1179, 8, 66, 1370, 284, 1328, 926, 1275, 607, 1302, 1115, 622, 1097, 1226, 1265, 1141].

approximation-based [926].

Approximations [249, 1306, 1083, 1054, 1281, 1044, 1277, 883, 1153].

Arbitrary [362, 835].

Arborescence [190].

Arc [1149, 908, 1336].

Architecture [179].

Area [1357, 96].

Arrangement [937].

Arrival [1325, 1386, 875, 1130, 660].

arrival-departure [1130].

Arrivals [1396, 678, 485, 1153].

Art [331, 332, 159, 637, 191, 182, 868].

ARTAFIT [810].

Article [331, 332, 159, 637, 191, 182, 868].

Ascending [799].

Ascent [1339, 437, 366].

Assemble [209, 1192].

Assembly [822, 1373, 504, 354, 353, 568, 390, 1058, 1014, 413].

Assembly-line [504].

Assessing [1277, 1041].

assessment [885, 729].

Assets [1380].


Assignments [163, 690, 128].

Association [40, 1125, 773].

Assortment [1471, 829, 1196].

Asymmetric [557].

Asymmetry [1435].

Asymptotic [255, 989, 1227].

Asymptotically [1367, 829].

Asynchronous [176, 760].

ATM [476].

Attack [993].

Attribute [399].

Auction [75, 910, 981].

Auctions [799, 550, 909, 952, 653].

Audio [685].

auditing [1157].

Augmented [278, 669, 1128, 729, 649].

Author [29, 470, 562, 611, 656, 704, 768, 826, 878, 933, 983].

Auto [1369].

Autocorrelated [100].

Automata [1040, 594, 791].

Automated [761, 431, 892, 1251, 927, 735, 952, 660].

Automatic [1186, 338, 337, 844].

Automating [985].

Automation [1335].

Automaton [90].

Autonomy [1337].

Autoregression [956].

Autoregression-Adjusted [956].

Autoregressive [368].

Autoregressive-to-Anything [368].

availability [954, 1091].

Average [175, 510].

Averaging [1544].

Averse [1348, 1319, 1086, 1245, 1217, 1284, 1236].

avoiding [1018].

Baby [149].

Bachelor [273].

Backbone [52, 365, 198].

Backbones [1479].

Backdoor [1085].

backtracking [526].

backward [1271].

Bad [327].
Circuits [676, 674]. Cities [1552]. Class [1313, 275, 273, 100, 1460, 829, 372, 899, 422, 617, 492, 1126, 435, 1184, 980, 925].
Clinic [1325]. Clinical [1475]. Clique [1465, 1322, 1466, 290, 1167, 698].
closures [1261]. Cloud [1202, 1080, 1228]. Cluster [207, 1137, 544, 1066, 364, 324, 1106].
Complement [201]. Complementarity [713, 1266, 847, 494].
Compliance [1073, 1235]. Component [863]. Component-Based [863].

Hidden [1407]. Hierarchical
[197, 1095, 90, 366, 1162]. hierarchy [1003]. High
[854, 1344, 861, 1506, 881, 544, 860, 806, 1495, 1084, 1043].
High-Dimensional [881, 544, 1495, 1043]. High-Performance [1506].
High-Throughput [854, 861, 860], high-volume [1084], higher [1016, 971].
higher-dimensional [1016, 971]. Highly [1333], hill [650], hill-climbing [650].
Historical [1083]. Homing [1095]. homogeneous [697].
Hop [122, 1035, 1172, 377, 1052]. Hop-Constrained [122, 1035]. Hopfield [434].
Horizon [396, 953, 1241, 567]. Horn [3]. Hose [940]. Hospital [863]. hotel [1265].
hour [1191]. hour-ahead [1191]. hub [695, 938, 905, 375, 924].
Hungarian [176]. Hybrid
[992, 790, 528, 428, 292, 1008, 1138, 492, 518, 784]. hybridized [460].
hyperbox [1043]. Hypercube [269, 69]. Hyperexponential [1516].
hyperexponentials [988]. hypergraph [1117]. hyperplanes [1066].
Hypothesis [425].
I-SMOOTH [1065]. ICD [1135]. Identical [254, 798, 837]. Identification
[257, 1408, 412, 600]. Identify [1362]. Identifying [33, 315, 1393, 1098, 389].
Idle [318]. II [65, 30, 648, 85, 591, 297]. ILP [744]. Image [277, 81, 775].
immunization [1108]. Impact [1440]. implantable [1135].
Implementations [272, 98, 115, 603]. Implementing [129, 720, 576, 818].
imputation [923]. Implications [141]. Implicit [1492, 95]. Importance
[1180, 1225]. Improved
[421, 274, 313, 1423, 1206, 285, 669, 1188, 1007, 976, 1160]. Improvement
[1551, 409, 211, 1227]. Improving
[1242, 754, 1291, 719, 77, 861, 800, 919, 1141]. IMRT [1021]. Incorporating
[1371, 1289, 260]. Incorporation [910]. increase [1280]. Incremental
[1322, 923, 95, 387]. Independent [394, 241, 625]. Index
[470, 471, 562, 563, 611, 612, 656, 657, 704, 705, 768, 769, 826, 827, 878, 879,
933, 934, 983, 984, 1086, 953, 635, 762, 793]. Indexed [1553, 782, 1211, 450].
Individual [1521, 1440]. Individualized [1478]. Induced [1316, 358, 1408].
Induction [686, 774, 1112]. Industrial [535, 439, 498, 1192].
industrial-scale [1192]. industry [1265]. Inequalities
inequality [1081]. Inexact [893]. Infeasibilities [287]. infeasibility [1310].
Infeasible [80, 33, 91, 335, 410]. Infer [386]. Inference [244, 1132]. Infinite
[178, 373, 727]. Infinite-State [178]. Influence [1439, 44]. Influenza [1337].
Information [407, 429, 1435, 1013, 888, 771, 388, 1304, 1251].
informational [663]. Informative [1520]. INFORMS
[1553, 498, 483, 398, 1340]. Infrastructures [1441]. Ingot [306].
inhomogeneous [914]. Initial [1046, 129]. Initialization [495]. Inner
[1393, 1097]. Input [14, 1544, 1100, 810, 349]. Input-Model [1544].
Lot-Sizing

Low-Cost

Low-Discrepancy

Low-Latency

Lower

LP-Representations

LPFML

LPFORM

LU

M/G/1-Type

M/Gd/1

M/M/c

Machine

Machines

Macro

Macromolecular

Main

Maintaining

Maintenance

Major

Majority

Make

Make-to-Order

Makespan

Making

Man

Managerial

Managers

Manhattans

Market

Marketing

Marginals

Markov-Modulated

Markovian

Markov-Chain

Max

Max-Cut

Max-Flow

Maximal

Maximal-space

Maximally

Maximization

Maximize

Maximum

Mean-constrained

Mean-risk

Mean-variation

Means

Measureable

Measure

Measurement

Measures

Measuring

Median

Medical

Meet

Meet-in-the-Middle
memetic [696, 1172]. Memorial [1340]. Memoriam [2, 461, 1403].
Minimally [33]. Minimiz [505, 834]. Minimization [1442, 1347, 1324, 1401, 255, 1535, 408, 797, 709]. Minimize [258, 763].
Minimum-Weight [416]. Mining [425, 1291, 682, 540, 543, 544, 541, 1196, 424, 1006, 1110, 1092, 1502, 1000].


Palindromes [597]. Panacea [347]. Parallel
Parallelization [856, 1314, 557]. Parallelizing [444]. parameter
[1334, 1060, 831, 971, 712]. parity [740]. parsimony [899, 599, 839]. Part
[43, 85, 296, 297, 535, 19, 30, 591, 590]. Partial [74, 1550, 1273].
Partition [1427, 141, 676, 1317, 1096]. Partition-Based [1317].
Partitioning [642, 399, 264, 418, 487, 1019, 1117]. Parts [1346]. Passage
[1516]. Passing [950]. Patch [1187]. Path
Paths [755, 1348, 243, 376, 375, 534]. patient [1254]. Pattern
pediatric [1108]. peer [941, 1070]. peer-to-peer [941, 1070]. Penalty
[1121, 298, 238, 1333, 1515, 127, 132, 1235]. Penalty-based [1121].
Percentile [823]. Perfect [416, 265, 234, 200]. Performance
permutation [625, 507]. Permutations [1402, 489]. Persistent [251].
Personalization [540]. personalized [1067, 1233]. Personnel [863].
Perspective [394, 1482, 182, 177, 1513, 1127]. Perspectives
[515, 225, 882, 500, 1181]. PERT [968]. Perturbation [293]. perturbations
[497]. Phase [1397, 157, 945]. phase-type [945]. phases [1283]. Pht
Pickup-and-Delivery [1437]. Pieces [145]. Piecewise
[107, 1146, 1453, 1451, 1526, 1065, 467, 851, 920]. piecewise-constant [1065].
Piecewise-Linear [107, 467]. Pipeline [1368, 1462]. piracy [1269]. pit
plan [1021]. Planar [1273, 647, 648, 32]. Plane
pointed [389]. Points [1334, 139, 1515, 234, 589, 911]. Poisson
[1396, 228, 1386, 889, 889, 66]. Policies


Reviewers [982, 1032, 1094, 1155, 1208, 1263, 1312, 1364, 1416, 1493].
Review [72, 1518, 63, 1077, 1169, 1520, 1226].
Revised [248, 463].
revisited [1221].
Revolution [517].
ride [1008, 577].
Risk [1442, 797, 1348, 1343, 1319, 1344, 1443, 1086, 1544, 427, 1245, 1080, 1217, 1122, 1151, 1284, 1184, 1236].
Risk-Averse [1319, 1086, 1245, 1217, 1284, 1236].
RNA [1362].
road [998].
Robert [2].
Robust [940, 1476, 1371, 1392, 1446, 1017, 1512, 1062, 1433, 1220, 1190, 1545, 1526, 1489, 1019, 1245, 1184, 1236].
Robustness [54].
Role [152, 1152, 644, 527].
Room [1298, 951, 1239, 1084].
Rooting [54].
Rostering [1063].
rotamers [1145].
Rotation [175].
Rounding [46, 1321, 602].
Roundoff [1200].
Roundoff-error-free [1200].
Route [198, 118].
routed [759].
routines [649].
Row [1111, 24, 821, 977].
Rows [178].
Rule [101, 1280, 653].
Rule-Based [101, 1280, 653].
Rules [1526, 210, 1125, 773, 1028].
Rumor [1429].
Rumor-Spreading [1429].
Run [1445].
rural [409].
s [1272, 1090, 121].
Safe [876, 1083, 1297].
Sales [307].
Salesman [140, 1484, 1022, 1037, 1385, 182, 104, 123, 294, 536, 1009, 1124, 824, 764, 740, 1260, 994, 1023, 373, 1058, 714, 434].
SALOME [353].
Sample [1441, 1492, 1028].
Sample-Based [1492].
Sampling [1427, 1326, 1481, 1264, 1223, 1517, 888, 716, 1005, 1072, 1271, 1180, 1225].
sandwich [971].
SARS [597].
Satisfaction [477].
Satisfiability [233, 387, 923].
Saves [111].
Say [76].
Scalable [1497, 1441, 1320, 925, 1289].
Scale [745, 766, 746, 213, 155, 59, 284, 1548, 632, 337, 376, 938, 1248, 1288, 487, 382, 494, 1189, 663, 818, 1192].
Scaling [115, 336, 1308].
Scatter [587, 775, 1541, 830, 738, 625, 715].
Scenario [1427, 1069, 1319, 1549, 1344, 848, 1526, 1469, 697, 1184].
Scenarios [1512].
scene [1121].
schedule [922].
Scheduled [1374].
Scheduler [392].
schedules [1207].
schema [629].
Scheme [569, 1466, 1490, 818, 423, 445].
Schemes [1492].
Schrage [498].
Science [393].
Sciences [531, 546, 554, 565, 575, 585, 613, 615, 628, 645, 654, 659].
SCIP [1314].
scores [600].
scoing [604].
Screening [1476, 1411, 1056, 919].
SDDP.jl [1505].
Search [205, 201, 745, 766, 206, 1048, 425, 587, 1195, 1204, 1063, 360, 754, 328, 92, 1498, 108, 1357, 549, 720, 51, 19, 30, 274, 270, 357, 102, 1448,
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